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TAU FUNCTIONS AND VIRASORO ACTIONS FOR
SOLITON HIERARCHIES
CHUU-LIAN TERNG† AND KAREN UHLENBECK∗
Abstract. There is a general method for constructing a soliton hier-
archy from a splitting L± of a loop group as a positive and a negative
sub-groups together with a commuting linearly independent sequence
in the positive Lie algebra L+. Many known soliton hierarchies can be
constructed this way. The formal inverse scattering associates to each f
in the negative subgroup L− a solution uf of the hierarchy. When there
is a 2 co-cycle of the Lie algebra that vanishes on both sub-algebras,
Wilson constructed a tau function τf for each element f ∈ L−. In this
paper, we give integral formulas for variations of ln τf and second par-
tials of ln τf , discuss whether we can recover solutions uf from τf , and
give a general construction of actions of the positive half of the Virasoro
algebra on tau functions. We write down formulas relating tau functions
and formal inverse scattering solutions and the Virasoro vector fields for
the GL(n,C)-hierarchy.
1. Introduction
This is the second in a series of papers attempting to give a uniform
geometric structure in which many integrable systems can be placed. The
two topics we address are tau functions and Virasoro actions, both of which
are treated in a highly algebraic manner in the literature. Tau functions
have a long and varied algebraic background, and both subjects appear as
basic ingredients of several quantum cohomologies. The model theory is that
of the KdV hierarchy, which generates the quantum cohomology of a point,
and has been treated by many physicists and mathematicians, including
Witten [21] and Konsevich [8].
Our approach is to define both the tau function and the Virasoro action
on the space of solutions with the formal inverse scattering data in a simple
conceptual way. Although the special solution of KdV for the quantum
cohomology of a point does not have the right type of inverse scattering
data, this approach gives all the correct formulae and allows us to define tau
functions and Virasoro actions very generally. It also simplifies a number of
computations in the literature.
To have suitable inverse scattering data, the hierarchies of interest must
come from a (formal) Lie group L, and a splitting of the Lie algebra L =
L+ +L− with L+ ∩L− = {e}. The flows are generated by a sequence Jj of
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commuting elements in L+. The flows of the hierarchy are evolution partial
differential equations on C∞(R, Y ), where Y = [J1,L−]+ is the projection
of [J1,L−] to L+ with respect to L = L+ ⊕ L−.
Let
V (t) = exp

 N∑
j=1
tjJj

 (1.1)
denote the vacuum frame. Given f ∈ L−, we can factor (cf. [17])
V (t)f−1 =M(t)−1E(t)
with M(t) ∈ L− and E(t) ∈ L+ for t in an open subset of the origin in R
N .
Further
uf = (MJ1M
−1)+ − J1
is a solution of the flows generated by Jj for 1 ≤ j ≤ N . We call uf
the formal inverse scattering solution given by scattering data f , E(t) the
frame of uf , and M(t) the reduced frame for uf . We notice that the first
flow equation for formal inverse scattering solutions is the translation, hence
we can identify x as t1.
The tau function is due to Wilson [22]. To construct it, one needs a cen-
tral extension compatible with the splitting , i.e., the 2-cocyle for the central
extension vanishes on L+ and L−. Then a function µ can be defined on
the big cell (L+L−) ∩ (L−L+) using the difference in order of factorization.
This tau function is a local complex valued function τf of t = (t1, . . . , tN )
and is defined to be µ(V (t)f−1) for scattering data f ∈ L−. The construc-
tion of Wilson’s tau function is simple and conceptual, but it is not easy to
compute. One result of this paper is to give integral formulas for derivatives
and variations of ln τf in terms of reduced frames of uf . Our formula for
the first derivatives of ln τf is similar to those which appear in many places
including the work of Aratyn and van der Leur [3].
The second derivatives of ln τf are functions of the solution uf . In “good
examples”, solution uf can be recovered from the second partial derivatives
of ln τf . For example, uf = −(ln τf )t1t1 for the KdV hierarchy. Note that for
many classical hierarchies including NLS, we cannot recover formal inverse
scattering solutions uf for τf .
We notice that a group acting on L− often produces a local action on
the space of formal inverse scattering solutions and on the space of tau
functions. Since we are interested in the Lie algebra of vector fields for
these local group actions, these will automatically exist even though the
group actions are not defined globally. We would like to have nice formulae
for them. The formulas for the derivatives for tau functions and Virasoro
actions appear in the literature without explanation. The example of n× n
KdV is the most important, and is not given in this form elsewhere in the
literature.
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We start by reviewing the definition of the Virasoro algebra. The Virasoro
algebra V is the Lie algebra spanned by {ξℓ|ℓ ∈ Z} with the bracket relations
[ξj, ξk] = (k − j)ξj+k, ∀ j, k ∈ Z.
The positive half Virasoro algebra V+ is the sub-algebra of V spanned by
{ξj|j ≥ −1}. An action of V+ on a manifold is given by a sequence of tangent
vector fields Xj on the manifold satisfying the following bracket condition:
[Xj ,Xk] = (k − j)Xj+k, j, k ≥ −1.
For example, V+ acts on S
1 by Xj(λ) = λ
j+1 ∂
∂λ for j ≥ −1.
Let L(G) denote the group of smooth loops in a complex simple Lie
group, and L± a splitting of L(G) such that L+ = L+(G) is the subgroup
of f ∈ L(G) that is the boundary value of a holomorphic map from |λ| < 1
to G. Here is a simple recipe to construct Virasoro actions on the negative
group L−: Given a local group homomorphism C from S
1 to G,
Xℓ(f) = −(λ
ℓ(λfλ + fC
′(1))f−1)−f, ℓ ≥ −1, (1.2)
defines an action of V+ on L−, where C
′(1) = (dC/dλ)|λ=1. We can also
give the formula for the induced V+-action on ln τf . A “good” V+-action on
ln τf should be given by partial differential operators of ln τf . To achieve
this, we need to choose suitable homomorphism C and then carry out long
and complicated computations.
The GL(n,C) hierarchy is the hierarchy constructed form the standard
splitting of the algebra of loops in GL(n,C) generated by {aiλj|1 ≤ i ≤
n, j ≥ 1}, where a = diag(c1, . . . , cn) with distinct ci’s. The flow equations
are evolution equations on C∞(R, Y ), where Y = {(ξij) ∈ gl(n,C)|ξii =
0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. Let A denote the subgroup of diagonal matrices in GL(n,C).
For k ∈ A, we prove that ukfk−1 = kufk
−1 but the second partials of ln τf
and ln τkfk−1 are equal. So we only expect to recover A invariants of uf
from ln τf . In fact, we show that
(ln τf )ti,1tj,1 = (ci − cj)
2uijuji
for 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n, where ti,1 =
∑n
i=1 c
j
i sj,1 and sj,1 is the flow variable for
the flow generated by ajλ.
We use C(λ) = In for the GL(n,C)-hierarchy and prove that the Virasoro
vector fields on X = ln τf are given by partial differential operators of ln τf
(see Theorem 7.6).
The computations for the Virasoro actions on the tau functions and the
proofs that we can recover formal inverse scattering solution uf from τf for
the n × n KdV hierarchy are too complicated to include in this paper, and
we leave these for the third paper [18] in this series. We prove in [18] that we
can recover uf from the second partials of ln τf for the n×n KdV hierarchy.
We use C(λ) = diag(1, λ, . . . , λ
n−1
n ) for the n×n KdV hierarchy and get the
following Virasoro vector fields for X = ln τf , which agrees with that in the
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physics literature ([20]):
δ−1X =
1
n
∑
k>n
ktkXtk−n +
1
2n
n−1∑
k=1
k(n − k)tktn−k,
δ0X =
1
n
∑
k≥1
ktkXtk ,
δℓX =
1
n
∑
k≥1
ktkXtnℓ+k +
1
2n
nℓ−1∑
k=1
(
XtkXtnℓ−k + Xtktnℓ−k
)
+ (
1
2n
−
1
2
)cℓ(f), ℓ ≥ 1,
where cℓ(f) = 〈λ
ℓ((λfλ + fΞ0)f
−1)2〉0, Ξ0 =
1
ndiag(0, 1, . . . , (n − 1)), and
Xtnk = 0.
The outline of the paper is as follows: In section 2 we set up notation and
review the construction and examples of integrable systems from splittings.
In section 3, we review the definition of Wilson’s µ function dependent on
a central extension compatible with the splitting and give integral formulas
for variations of the µ. The tau function is written in terms of the µ-
function. We write down formulas for second partials of ln τf in terms of
reduced frames, give explicit relations between τf and uf in the the 2 × 2
AKNS hierarchy and explain why we can not always recover uf from τf in
section 4. We prove that (1.2) defines a V+-action on L− and write down the
induced V+-action on ln τf in terms of the reduced frame of uf in section 5.
Although we can not recover uf from second partials of ln τf algebraically
for the coupled n-component NLS hierarchy, we show that uf can be solved
from an order n linear system of ordinary differential equations in section 6.
In the last section, we compute the relation between uf and ln τf and give
explicit formulas of Virasoro vector fields for the GL(n,C)-hierarchy.
2. Soliton hierarchies constructed from Lie algebra splittings
Here we set up notations and review the method of constructing soliton
hierarchies from splittings of Lie algebras. For more details, see [2], [10], [4],
[11], [22], [15], [12].
Let L± be a splitting of the loop group L = L(G), and {Ji|i ≥ 1} a
vacuum sequence (i.e., a linearly independent commuting sequence) in L+.
This data is enough, in good cases, to construct a hierarchy of commuting
soliton flows on C∞(R, Y ) of smooth maps from R to Y , where
Y = [J,L−]+. (2.1)
To get a good soliton theory, we must set things up so that the following
two statements turn out to be true:
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(1) Given a smooth u : R → Y , there is a unique Q(u) from R to L
satisfying 

[∂x − (J1 + u), Q(u)] = 0,
Q(u) is conjugate to J1,
Q(0) = J1,
(2.2)
Moreover, Q(u) depends only on u and x-derivatives of u.
(2) For each j ≥ 1, there is an analytic function φj and integers s(j)
such that
Jj = φj(J1)λ
s(j). (2.3)
The second condition is not necessary, but it simplifies the computations in
this paper. For example, the Dn-KdV hierarchy constructed in [4] does not
satisfy (2.3).
The flow in the hierarchy generated by Jj is
utj = [∂x − (J + u), (φj(Q(u))λ
s(j))+]. (2.4)
Example 2.1. The standard splitting of L(G)
Let L(G) denote the group of smooth maps f from S1 to a complex semi-
simple Lie group G, L+(G) the subgroup of f ∈ L(G) that can be extended
holomorphically to |λ| < 1, and L−(G) the subgroup of f ∈ L(G) that can
be extended holomorphically to ∞ ≥ |λ| > 1 with f(∞) = I. Then L±(G)
is called the standard splitting of L(G). Let G denote the Lie algebra of G,
and L(G) the Lie algebra of L(G). The corresponding Lie subalgebras are
L+(G) = {A ∈ L(G)|A(λ) =
∑
j≥0
Ajλ
j, Aj ∈ G},
L−(G) = {A ∈ L(G)|A(λ) =
∑
j<0
Ajλ
j, Aj ∈ G}.
The following hierarchies are the simplest known hierarchies given by
splittings of L(G) and subalgebras of L(G) defined by finite order automor-
phisms of G.
Example 2.2. The G-hierarchy
Let a1, . . . , an be a basis of a Cartan subalgebra A of G such that a1
is semi-simple, i.e., the centralizer Ga1 of a1 in G is A. The hierarchy
constructed from the standard splitting L±(G) of L(G) and the vacuum
sequence
{Ji,j = aiλ
j|1 ≤ i ≤ n, j ≥ 1}
is the G-hierarchy on C∞(R, Y ), where
Y = [J1,1,L−(G)]+ = G ∩ A
⊥.
Here and henceforth we use V ⊥ to denote the orthogonal complement of
a linear subspace V of G with respect to the Killing form on G. A direct
computation implies that we can solve Q(u) from (2.2) (cf. [11], [15]) and
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Q(u) = a1λ + u +
∑
j<0Qj(u)λ
j . Moreover, the flow generated by J1,1 is
ut1 = ux and the flow generated by Ji,1 = aiλ for 2 ≤ i ≤ n is the n-wave
equation
uti,1 = ad(ai)ad(a1)
−1(ux)− [u, ad(ai)ad(a1)
−1(u)].
For G = sl(2,C), we let a = diag(i,−i). The SL(2,C)-hierarchy con-
structed from L±(SL(2,C)) and the vacuum sequence {aλ
j |j ≥ 1} is the
2× 2 AKNS hierarchy . The flows are evolution equations for
u =
(
0 q
r 0
)
.
Write Q(u) = aλ+
∑
i≤0Qi(u)λ
i and solve Q(u) from (2.2). We obtain
Q−1(u) =
i
2
(
qr −qx
rx −qr
)
, Q−2(u) =
1
4
(
−qrx + qxr −qxx + 2q
2r
−rxx + 2qr
2 qrx − qxr
)
.
So the flow equations (2.4) generated by Jj = aλ
j with j = 1, 2, 3 are
qt1 = qx, rt1 = rx,
qt2 = −
i
2
(qxx − 2q
2r), rt2 =
i
2
(rxx − 2qr
2),
qt3 = −
1
4
(qxxx − 6qqxr), rt3 =
1
4
(rxxx − 6qrrx).
Example 2.3. The U-hierarchy
Let τ be a group involution of G such that the differential of τ at the
identity e (still denoted by τ) is conjugate linear (i.e., τ(cξ) = c¯τ(ξ) for all
c ∈ C and ξ ∈ G). The fixed point set U of τ is a real form of G. Let Lτ (G)
denote the subgroup g ∈ L(G) satisfying the U -reality condition
τ(g(λ¯)) = g(λ),
and Lτ±(G) = L
τ (G) ∩ L±(G). The Lie algebra is
Lτ (G) = {
∑
i
ξiλ
i | ξi ∈ U}.
Let {a1, a2, . . . , an} be a basis of a maximal abelian sub-algebra AR = A∩U
such that the centralizer Ua1 of a1 in U is AR. The hierarchy constructed
from the splitting Lτ±(U) and the vacuum sequence {Ji,j = aiλ
j |1 ≤ i ≤
n, j ≥ 1} is called the U -hierarchy .
For example, let G = SL(2,C), τ(g) = (g¯t)−1, and a1 = diag(i,−i).
Then we have U = SU(2) and the flow generated by aλ2 is the non-linear
Schro¨dinger equation (NLS)
rt =
i
2
(rxx + 2|r|
2r).
So the SU(2)-hierarchy is the NLS hierarchy .
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Example 2.4. The (G,σ)-hierarchy
Let σ be a group involution of G, whose differential at e (still denoted by
σ) is complex linear. Let Lσ(G) denote the subgroup of g ∈ L(G) such that
g satisfies the σ-reality condition:
g(λ) = σ(g(−λ)),
and Lσ±(G) = L±(G) ∩ L
σ(G). Decompose G = G0 ⊕ G1 as ±1 eigenspaces
of σ on G. Then
∑
i ξiλ
i ∈ Lσ(G) if an only if ξi ∈ G0 for i even and
ξi ∈ G1 for i odd. Let {a1, . . . , am} be a basis of a maximal abelian sub-
algebra A1 in G1 such that ad(a1) maps A
⊥
1 isomorphically onto (G0)
⊥
a . The
hierarchy constructed from the splitting Lσ±(G) and the vacuum sequence
{aiλ
2j−1|1 ≤ i ≤ m, j ≥ 1} is called the (G,σ)-hierarchy .
For example, let G = SL(2,C), c =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, and σ the involution
on SL(2,C) defined by σ(g) = cgc−1. Let {aλ2j−1|j ≥ 1} be the vac-
uum sequence, where a = diag(1,−1) ∈ G1. Then the third flow in the
(SL(2,C), σ)-hierarchy is the complex mKdV :
qt =
1
4
(qxxx − 6q
2qx).
Example 2.5. The UK -hierarchy
Let τ and σ be commuting group involutions of G such that the induced
Lie algebra homomorphisms τ is conjugate linear and σ is complex linear.
Set
Lτ,σ(G) = Lσ(G) ∩ Lτ (G), Lτ,σ± (G) = L±(G) ∩ L
τ,σ(G).
Note that f ∈ Lτ,σ(G) if and only if f satisfies the following UK -hierarchy:
τ(f(λ¯)) = f(λ), σ(f(−λ)) = f(λ).
Then Lτ,σ± (G) is a splitting of L
τ,σ(G). Let U denote the fixed point set of
τ in G, and K the fixed point set of σ in U . Then UK is a symmetric space.
Let U = K ⊕ P be the Cartan decomposition for the symmetric space, i.e.,
K and P are +1,−1 eigen-spaces of σ on U . Then
∑
i ξiλ
i ∈ Lτ,σ(G) if and
only if ξi ∈ K for even i and ξi ∈ P for odd i. Let A0 be a maximal abelian
sub-algebra in P, and {a1, . . . , an} a basis of A0 such that ad(a1) maps
the orthogonal complement of A⊥0 in P isomorphically onto K
⊥
A0
∩ K. The
hierarchy constructed from the splitting Lτ,σ± (G) and the vacuum sequence
{aiλ
2j−1|1 ≤ i ≤ n, j ≥ 1} is called the UK -hierarchy .
For example, let G = SL(2,C), τ(g) = (g¯t)−1, σ(g) = (g¯t)−1, and a1 =
diag(i,−i). Then U = SU(2), K = SO(2), and flows in the SU(2)SO(2) -hierarchy
are evolution equations for maps
u =
(
0 −r
r 0
)
, r ∈ C∞(R,R).
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Moreover, the flow generated by aλ3 is the mKdV equation
rt =
1
4
(rxxx + 6r
2rx).
Suppose g ∈ L(G) and g = g+g− with g± ∈ L±(G). It can be easily seen
that if g ∈ Lτ (G) then g± ∈ L
τ
±(G) and similar statements are true for g in
Lσ(G) and Lτ,σ(G). Since the formal inverse scattering solution uf of the
G-hierarchy is constructed from factorization of V (t)f−1 for f ∈ L−(G), we
obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 2.6. Let uf be the formal inverse scattering solution defined
by f ∈ L−(G). Then uf is a solution of
(1) the U -hierarchy if f ∈ Lτ−(G),
(2) the (G,σ)-hierarchy if f ∈ Lσ−(G),
(3) the UK -hierarchy if f ∈ L
τ,σ
− (G).
Example 2.7. The KdV-hierarchy
It can be shown that the condition q = 1 is invariant under the flows
generated by aλ2j+1 for all j ≥ 0 in the 2×2 AKNS hierarchy. The restriction
gives the KdV hierarchy (cf. [1]). Unlike the NLS and mKdV, we do not
know the condition on f ∈ L−(SL(2,C)) such that the solution uf of the
2× 2 AKNS hierarchy satisfies the constraint q = 1 for the KdV. However,
the KdV hierarchy can also be constructed from an unusual splitting of
L(SL(2,C)) as follows (cf. [17]): Let Lkdv denote the subgroup of f ∈
L(SL(2,C)) satisfying
φ(λ)f(λ)φ(λ)−1 = φ(−λ)f(−λ)φ(−λ)−1, (2.5)
where
φ(λ) =
(
1 0
λ 1
)
.
Then Lkdv± = L
kdv ∩L±(SL(2,C)) is a splitting of L
kdv. Let J =
(
λ 1
0 −λ
)
.
The hierarchy constructed from the splitting Lkdv± and the vacuum sequence
{J2j−1|j ≥ 1} is the KdV hierarchy. Moreover, a direct computation implies
that the the solution Q(u) of (2.2) for u =
(
0 0
r 0
)
is of the form
Q(u) = J +
∑
i≤0
Qi(u)λ
i = aλ+ e12 + u+
∑
i<0
Qiλ
i
with
Q−1 = −
1
2
(
r 0
rx −r
)
, Q−2 =
1
4
(
rx −2r
rxx − 2r
2 −rx
)
.
So the flow generated by J3 is the KdV equation
rt =
1
4
(rxxx − 6rrx).
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A direct computation gives the following formula for the solution of (2.2)
for u = uf :
Proposition 2.8. Let L± be a splitting of L, {Jj |j ≥ 1} a vacuum sequence,
V (t) the vacuum frame defined by (1.1), and f ∈ L−. Let uf denote the
formal inverse scattering solution given by f , and M the reduced frame
of uf , i.e., V (t)f
−1 = M(t)−1E(t) with M(t) ∈ L− and E(t) ∈ L+ and
uf = (MJ1M
−1)+ − J1. Then
[∂x + J1 + uf ,MJ1M
−1] = 0,
i.e., Q(uf ) =MJ1M
−1 is the solution of (2.2) for u = uf .
Remark 2.9. The map from f ∈ L− to the formal inverse scattering solu-
tion uf is not injective. In fact, if h ∈ L− commutes with J1, then ufh = uf .
To see this, we factor V (t)(fh)−1 = M˜−1(t)E˜(t) with M˜ (t) ∈ L− and
E˜(t) ∈ L+. But V (t)h
−1f−1 = h−1V (t)f−1 = h−1M−1E and Mh ∈ L−
imply that M˜ =Mh. Hence MJ1M
−1 = M˜J1M˜
−1 and ufh = uf .
3. Formulas for variations of Wilson’s µ functions
We review Wilson’s construction of function µ for splittings and give
integral formulas for the variation of µ. Wilson’s tau function is defined
in terms of the µ-function. We find it surprising the function µ defined by
Wilson [22] is not better known.
Start with an infinite dimensional Lie group L with a splitting L± of L.
The big cell C of L is
C = (L+L−) ∩ (L−L+).
Hence an element g ∈ L lies in C if and only if g can be factored as f+f− and
also as g−g+ uniquely with f±, g± ∈ L±. In general, C is open and contains
the identity of L, and in good cases, it will be dense. Since we are only
interested in local formulas in this paper, the Local Factorization Theorem
(cf. [17]) is enough, i.e., if γ is a smooth map from an open neighborhood O
of the origin in Rk to L and γ(0) lies in the big cell C, then there is an open
subset O0 in R
k containing the origin such that γ(t) ∈ C for all t ∈ O0.
First we recall the definition of a central extension of a Lie algebra. A 2-
cocycle of a Lie algebra L is a skew-symmetric bilinear form w on L satisfying
w([ξ1, ξ2], ξ3) + w([ξ2, ξ3], ξ1) + w([ξ3, ξ1], ξ2) = 0
for all ξi ∈ L.
Define [ , ]1 on
Lˆ = L+ Cc
by
[ξ + rc, η]1 = [ξ, η] + w(ξ, η)c
for ξ, η ∈ L and r ∈ C. Then
Cc→ Lˆ → L
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is a central extension of L, where the projection π : Lˆ → L is defined by
π(ξ + rc) = ξ.
We choose the 2-cocycle w such that the left invariant form on L defined by
w (still denoted by w) is an integral cohomology class, i.e., w ∈ H2(L, 2πiZ).
Let
C
∗ → Lˆ→ L
denote the central extension of the group L, i.e., a principal C∗-bundle whose
Chern class is w. Here C∗ = C \ {0}. Next we review the construction of Lˆ
in Pressley and Segal [9], which we need to use to construct natural lifts of
L± to Lˆ. Let
P × C∗ := {(γ, z)|g : [0, 1] → L such that γ(0) = e, z ∈ C∗}
denote the product space of smooth paths in L starting at the identity and
C
∗. We define (γ1, z1) ∼ (γ2, z2) if γ1(1) = γ2(1) and
z2 = z1 exp
(∫
Ω(γ1,γ2)
w
)
,
where Ω(γ1, γ2) is a surface bounded by γ1 ∗ I(γ2). Here γ1 ∗ γ2 denote the
composition of paths (the path γ1 followed by γ2) and I(γ)(s) = γ(1 − s)
is the path γ with reverse orientation. The condition that w is an integral
cohomology class implies that this is a well-defined equivalence relation. The
central extension
Lˆ = (P × C∗)/ ∼
is the group of equivalence classes [(γ, z)] and the multiplication is given by
[(γ1, z1)] · [(γ2, z2)] = [(γ1 ∗ (g1γ2), z1z2)], where g1 = γ1(1).
The projection π : Lˆ → L defined by π([(γ, z)]) = γ(1) is a principal C∗-
bundle with first Chern class w.
Definition 3.1. The central extension Lˆ of L constructed from the 2-cocycle
w is compatible with the splitting L± of L if w vanishes on both L+ and L−.
Or equivalently, L± are isotropic subspaces of L.
Proposition 3.2. There is a natural lift S : L+ ∪L− → Lˆ with π ◦ S = id.
Proof. Define S(g±) = [(γ±, 1)], where γ± is any path in L± joining e to g±.
Since w vanishes on L±, S is independent of the choice of path γ± as long
as it lies in L±. 
Note that the restriction of S to L± are group homomorphisms, i.e.,
S(g1g2) = S(g1)S(g2)
if both g1, g2 lie in L+ or both lie in L−.
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Definition 3.3. The µ function is a complex function on the big cell C =
(L+L−) ∩ (L−L+) defined as follows: Given f ∈ C, then there exist unique
f±, g± ∈ L± such that
f = f+f
−1
− = g
−1
− g+.
Let S denote the natural lift of L+ ∪ L− to Lˆ defined by Proposition 3.2.
Since S(f+)S(f
−1
− ) and S(g
−1
− )S(g+) lie in the same fiber of the principal
C
∗-bundle Lˆ over L, they differ by a scalar in C∗, which we call µ(f). In
other words, µ(f) is defined by the following identity:
S(f+)S(f
−1
− ) = µ(f)S(g
−1
− )S(g+).
To compute µ(f), we first factor f = f+f
−1
− = g
−1
− g+ with f±, g± ∈ L±.
Let γ± be a path joining e to f± in L±, and γ˜± a path in L± joining e to
g±. Then µ(f) is given by the integral
µ(f) = exp
(∫
Ω
w
)
, (3.1)
where Ω is any surface bounded by the curves γ+∗(f+γ
−1
− ) and γ˜
−1
− ∗(g
−1
− γ˜+).
Theorem 3.4. Variations of the µ function
Let w be an integral 2-cocycle on L compatible with the splitting L± of
L, B the unit disk in R2, and h : (−r, r) × B → L a smooth map. Set
hǫ = h(ǫ, ·). Then
d
dǫ
∫
B
h∗ǫw =
∫
∂B
w(h−1∂ǫh, h
−1∂sh)ds. (3.2)
Proof. Let (x, y) denote coordinates of B. Then∫
B
h∗ǫw =
∫
B
w(h−1hx , h
−1hy)dxdy.
So
d
dǫ
∫
B
h∗ǫw =
∫
B
w((h−1hx)ǫ, h
−1hy) + w(h
−1hx, (h
−1hy)ǫ)dxdy. (3.3)
Use the condition that w is a 2 co-cycle and
(h−1hx)ǫ = (h
−1hǫ)x + [h
−1hx, h
−1hǫ],
(h−1hy)ǫ = (h
−1hǫ)y + [h
−1hy, h
−1hǫ],
to imply that the integrand of the right hand side of (3.3) is equal to
w((h−1hx)ǫ, h
−1hy)+w(h
−1hx, (h
−1hǫ)y)+w([h
−1hx, h
−1hy], h
−1hǫ). (3.4)
Let θ denote the 1-form on B defined by
θ(X) = w(h−1hǫ,X).
By Cartan’s formula, we have d θ(X,Y ) = Xθ(Y )− Y θ(X)− θ([X,Y ]), So
d θ(h−1hx, h
−1hy) is equal to (3.4). Then formula (3.2) follows from Stokes’
Theorem. 
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3.5. A 2 co-cycle on the loop algebra L(G)
Let G be a Lie group, G the Lie algebra of G, L(G) the group of smooth
loops f : S1 → G, and L(G) = C∞(S1,G) the Lie algebra of L(G). Assume
that ( , ) is an ad-invariant non-degenerate bilinear form on G. For a classical
Lie algebra G,
(A,B) = tr(AB),
is such a bilinear form. Fix an integer k. Given ξ, η ∈ L(G), define
〈ξ, η〉k = the coefficient of λ
k of (ξ(λ), η(λ)) =
∑
j
tr(ξjη−j+k), (3.5)
i.e., (ξ(λ), η(λ)) =
∑
k〈ξ, η〉kλ
k. Then
w(ξ, η) = 〈∂λξ, η〉−1 =
∑
j
jtr(ξjη−j) (3.6)
is a 2-cocycle on L(G) (cf. [9]).
We will apply the following theorem to W (t) = V (t) = exp(
∑n
j=1 tjJj) in
section 4.
Theorem 3.6. Let 〈 , 〉−1 denote the bilinear form on L(G)) defined by (3.5),
and let L± be a splitting of L(G) such that 〈L+,L+〉−1 = 0 and the co-cycle
w defined by (3.6) vanishes on L±, i.e., w is compatible with the splitting.
Let µ be the function defined on the big cell C = (L+L−) ∩ (L−L+) as in
Definition 3.3, W (t) a path in L+, and f− ∈ L−. If
W (t)f−1− =M(t)
−1E(t), with M(t) ∈ L− andE(t) ∈ L+,
then
d
d t
lnµ(W (t)f−1− ) = 〈(∂tW )W
−1,M−1∂λM〉−1. (3.7)
Proof. Let p(s) be a path in L− that joining e to f−, W˜ (t, s) = W (st),
M˜(t, s) a path in L− joining e to M(t), and E˜(t, s) a path in L+ joining e
to E(t) for each t. Let 〈 , 〉 denote 〈 , 〉−1 in the calculation below.
We use (3.2) to compute ddt ln(µ(W (t)f
−1)). The boundary has four
pieces: W˜ (t, s), W (t)p(s)−1, M(t)−1E˜(t, s), and M˜(t, s)−1. Since W˜ (t, s) ∈
L+ and M˜(t, s) ∈ L− and i
∗
±w = 0, the boundary integral vanishes on the
first and last pieces. Then (3.2) gives
d
d t
lnµ(W (t)f−1− ) =
∫ 1
0
w(γ−1γt, γ
−1γs) ds−
∫ 1
0
w(h−1ht, h
−1hs) ds. (3.8)
Here γ(t, s) =W (t)p−1(s) and h(t, s) =M(t)−1E˜(t, s). Note that
γ−1γt = pW
−1Wtp
−1, γ−1γs = −psp
−1,
h−1ht = −E˜
−1MtM
−1E˜ + E˜−1E˜t, h
−1hs = E˜
−1E˜s,
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and i∗±w = 0. Hence the right hand side of (3.8) is equal to∫ 1
0
w(pW−1Wtp
−1,−psp
−1)ds−
∫ 1
0
w(E˜−1MtM
−1E˜, E˜−1E˜s)ds
=
∫ 1
0
〈pW−1Wtp
−1, (psp
−1)λ〉ds−
∫ 1
0
〈E˜−1MtM
−1E˜, (E˜−1E˜s)λ〉ds
=
∫ 1
0
〈W−1Wt, p
−1(psp
−1)λp〉ds−
∫ 1
0
〈MtM
−1, E˜(E˜−1E˜s)λE˜
−1〉ds.
A direct computation gives
p−1(psp
−1)λp = (p
−1pλ)s, E˜(E˜
−1E˜s)λE˜
−1 = (E˜λE˜
−1)s.
We use 〈 , 〉 to denote 〈 , 〉−1 in the rest of the proof. The above integral is
equal to
〈W−1Wt, p
−1pλ〉
∣∣s=1
s=0
− 〈MtM
−1, E˜λE˜
−1〉
∣∣s=1
s=0
= 〈W−1Wt, f
−1fλ〉 − 〈MtM
−1, EλE
−1〉.
Use M = EfW−1 and 〈L+,L+〉 = 0 to compute the second term:
〈MtM
−1, EλE
−1〉 = 〈EtE
−1 − EfW−1WtW
−1M−1, EλE
−1〉
= −〈EfW−1WtW
−1M−1, EλE
−1〉 = −〈MWtW
−1M,EλE
−1〉
= −〈MWtW
−1M,MλM
−1 +MWλW
−1M−1 −MWf−1fλW
−1M−1〉
= −〈WtW
−1,M−1Mλ〉+ 〈W
−1Wt, f
−1fλ〉.
This proves the theorem. 
4. The partial derivatives of tau functions
We use the variation formula for µ given in Theorem 3.6 to compute the
partial derivatives of ln τf in flow variables. We then prove that the second
partials of ln τf are polynomial in uf and its t1 derivatives. We also show
that there is a finite dimensional symmetry on the negative group L−(G)
that leaves τf invariant but acts on uf non-trivially for the G-hierarchy.
This explains why we can not recover uf from τf for the NLS hierarchy.
Such a symmetry does not exist for KdV, which has a different J1.
First we recall the definition of τf given by Wilson in [22].
Definition 4.1. Assume that L± is a splitting of L compatible with the 2-
cocyle that defines a central extension C∗ → Lˆ→ L, and that J = {Jj |j ≥
1} is a vacuum sequence in L+. For f ∈ L−, the tau function τf associated
to f is a function of t = (t1, . . . , tN ) defined by
τf (t) = µ(V (t)f
−1),
where V (t) = exp(
∑N
j=1 Jjtj) is the vacuum frame and µ is the µ-function
defined in Definition 3.3.
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Remark 4.2. Let L± be a splitting of the loop group L(G), and V (t)
the vacuum frame. Given f ∈ L−, we have V (0)f
−1 = f−1 is in L−,
which is contained in the big cell. So it follows from the Local Factorization
Theorem (Theorem 1.2 of [17]) that given any f ∈ L−, there exists an open
neighborhood O0 of the origin in R
N such that V (t)f−1 lies in the big-cell
C for all t ∈ O0. Hence τf (t) is defined for t ∈ O0.
Next we use (3.7) to calculate the derivatives of ln τf .
Theorem 4.3. Let L± ⊂ L be a splitting, J = {Jj |j ≥ 1} a vacuum
sequence, w a 2-cocycle on L compatible with the splitting, and V (t) =
exp(
∑N
j=1 tjJj) the vacuum frame. Let f ∈ L−, and
V (t)f−1 =M−1(t)E(t)
with M(t) ∈ L− and E(t) ∈ L+. Then
(1) (ln τf )tj = 〈Jj ,M
−1∂λM〉−1 = 〈MJjM
−1, (∂λM)M
−1〉−1,
(2) (ln τf )t1tj = 〈MJjM
−1, ∂λJ1〉−1,
where 〈 , 〉−1 is the bilinear form defined by (3.5).
Proof. Since V −1∂tjV = Jj , (1) follows from (3.7).
Recall that we have (∂t1M)M
−1 = −(MJ1M
−1)− and (MJ1M
−1)+ =
J1 + u. In the proof below, we use 〈 , 〉 to denote 〈 , 〉−1. By (1), we have
∂t1∂tj ln τ = 〈Jj , ∂t1(M
−1∂λM)〉
= 〈MJ jM−1,M∂t1(M
−1∂λM)M
−1〉
= 〈MJjM
−1, ∂λ((∂t1M)M
−1)〉
= 〈MJ jM−1, ∂λ(−(MJ1M
−1)−〉,
and since 〈MJjM
−1, ∂λ(MJ1M
−1)〉 = 0, the last equality is equal to
= 〈MJjM
−1, ∂λ(MJM
−1 − (MJ1M
−1)−)〉
= 〈MJjM
−1,
∂
∂λ
(MJ1M
−1)+〉
= 〈MJjM
−1, ∂λ(J1 + u)〉 = 〈MJjM
−1, ∂λJ1〉.

Note that formulae for (ln τf )tj appears in the literature in many places
giving as definition of tau functions, in particular in the work of Aratyn and
van der Leur [3]. They proved that Θ =
∑∞
j=1〈MJjM
−1, (∂λM)M
−1〉−1d tj
is a closed 1-form, hence it is d of a function, which they call ln τf . So their
ln τf can differ by a constant with Wilson’s ln τf .
We use similar computations as for Theorem 4.3 to get the following.
Theorem 4.4. With the same assumption as in Theorem 4.3. Then
(ln τ)tj tk = 〈MJjM
−1, ∂λ(MJkM
−1)+〉−1. (4.1)
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Suppose 〈L+,L+〉−1 = 〈L−,L−〉−1 = 0. Below we compute directly to see
that the right hand side of (4.1) is symmetric in j and k, what it should be
true from Theorem 4.4. We use 〈 , 〉 to denote 〈 , 〉−1. A direct computation
implies that
〈MJjM
−1, ∂λ(MJkM
−1)+〉 = 〈(MJjM
−1)−, ∂λ(MJkM
−1)+〉
= −〈∂λ(MJjM
−1)−, (MJkM
−1)+〉 = −〈∂λ(MJjM
−1)−,MJkM
−1〉
= −〈∂λ(MJjM
−1)− ∂λ(MJjM
−1)+,MJkM
−1〉
= −〈∂λ(MJjM
−1),MJkM
−1〉+ 〈∂λ(MJjM
−1)+,MJkM
−1〉
= −〈[MλM
−1,MJjM
−1],MJkM
−1〉+ 〈∂λ(MJjM
−1)+,MJkM
−1〉
= −〈MλM
−1, [MJjM
−1,MJkM
−1]〉+ 〈∂λ(MJjM
−1)+,MJkM
−1〉
= 〈∂λ(MJjM
−1)+,MJkM
−1〉.
In the last equality we used the facts that 〈 , 〉 is ad-invariant and [Jj , Jk] = 0.
Remark 4.5. Given h ∈ (L−)J1 and f ∈ L−, we have seen that uf = ufh.
What is the relation between τf and τfh? By Theorem 4.3, we have
(ln τfh)tj = (ln τf )tj + 〈Jj , hλh
−1〉−1.
In other words, (ln τf )tj and (ln τfh)tj differ by some constant cj independent
of t for each j ≥ 1. This implies that (ln τf )titj = (ln τfh)titj .
By Proposition 2.8, the solution Q(uf ) of (2.2) is MJ1M
−1, where M is
the reduced frame of uf . Recall that we assume Jj = φj(J1)λ
s(j) for some
analytic function φj and some non-negative integer s(j). Therefore we have
MJjM
−1 = φj(MJ1M
−1))λs(j). It follows from Theorem 4.4 and the fact
that Q(uf ) depends only on uf and its t1 or x derivatives that we have the
following corollary.
Corollary 4.6. ln(τf )tjtk is a function of uf and its t1-derivatives.
Example 4.7. We give explicit formulas of (ln τf )t1tj in terms of uf for the
SL(2,C)-hierarchy and its various restrictions.
Let a = diag(1,−1), and f ∈ L−(SL(2,C)). Write uf =
(
0 q
r 0
)
. By
Proposition 2.8, we have Q(uf ) =MJM
−1. Write Q(uf ) in power series in
λ:
Q(uf ) =MJM
−1 = aλ+
∑
i≤0
Qiλ
i.
By Theorem 4.3 (2), we have
(ln τf )t1tj = tr(aQ−j).
Use the formulas of Qi given in Example 2.2 to get{
(ln τf )t1t1 = tr(aQ−1) = −qr,
(ln τf )t1t2 = tr(aQ−2) =
1
2(qt1r − rt1q).
(4.2)
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Hence ln τf does not determines uf . But a simple computation implies that{
qt1 = −(
y2
y1
+
(y1)t1
2y1
) q,
rt1 = (
y2
y1
−
(y1)t1
2y1
) r,
(4.3)
where y1 = (ln τf )t1t1 and y2 = (ln τf )t1t2 . This shows that uf is related to
ln τf by a system of first order linear ordinary differential equations, whose
coefficients are rational functions of (ln τf )t1t1 and (ln τf )t1t2 .
The first restriction gives the NLS hierarchy. If f ∈ L−(SL(2,C)) satisfies
the SU(2)-reality condition, f(λ¯))
t
f(λ) = I, then uf =
(
0 q
−q¯ 0
)
and q is a
solution of the NLS hierarchy. By (4.2), we have
(ln τf )t1t1 = |q|
2, (ln τf )t1t2 = −
1
2
(qt1 q¯ − qq¯t1).
Write q = ρeiθ in polar coordinates. Then
(ln τf )t1t1 = ρ
2, (ln τf )t1t2 = −θt1ρ
2.
Hence ln τf determines uf up to a constant in S
1.
We also obtain the mKdV-hierarchy with different reality conditions. If
f ∈ L−(SL(2,C)) satisfies the
SU(2)
SO(2) -reality condition,
f(λ¯))
t
f(λ) = I, f(−λ) = (f(λ)t)−1,
then uf =
(
0 q
−q 0
)
is a solution of the mKdV hierarchy. By Theorem
4.3(2),
(ln τf )t1t1 = −q
2.
So ln τf determines uf up to a sign.
Example 4.8. Tau functions for the KdV hierarchy
We have seen in Example 2.7 that KdV can be obtained in two ways. We
will calculate tau functions in both ways. The flows of 2×2 AKNS hierarchy
generated by aλ2j−1 leave the condition q = 1 invariant and the resulting
odd flows give the KdV hierarchy. Use Q−1 given in Example 2.2 with q = 1
to get Q−1 =
i
2
(
r 0
rx −r
)
. By Theorem 4.3(2) we have
(ln τf )t1t1 = −r.
The KdV hierarchy also can be constructed from the splitting of Lkdv and
vacuum sequence {J2j−1|j ≥ 1} as given in Example 2.7. Apply Theorem
4.3 to see that again (ln τf )t1t1 = −r.
The vector AKNS is a natural generalization of the 2×2 AKNS hierarchy.
We will prove that the formal inverse scattering solution uf can be solved
from a system of linear ordinary differential equations from ln τf . Since the
proof is complicated, we will do this in section 6.
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The next theorem gives a natural finite dimension group action on L−(G)
for the standard splitting. The induced action on second partials of ln τf
is trivial but the induced action on the formal inverse scattering solution
for the G-hierarchy is non-trivial. This explains why we can not recover uf
from τf .
Theorem 4.9. Let L = L(G), L± = L±(G) the standard splitting of L, and
{Jj |j ≥ 1} a vacuum sequence with J1 = aλ for some regular a ∈ G. Let Ga
denote the subgroup of k ∈ G that commutes with a. Then for k ∈ Ga and
f ∈ L− we have
(i) kfk−1 ∈ L−,
(ii) ukfk−1 = kufk
−1,
(iii) (ln τf )t1tj = (ln τkfk−1)t1tj for all j ≥ 1,
where uf and ukfk−1 are solutions constructed from scattering data f and
kfk−1 respectively.
Proof. It is clear that kL±k
−1 = L±. Let V (t) denote the vacuum frame. Set
f˜ = kfk−1. Then f˜ ∈ L−. Factor V (t)f
−1 = M(t)−1E(t) and V (t)f˜−1 =
M˜(t)−1E˜(t) with M(t), M˜ (t) ∈ L− and E(t), E˜(t) ∈ L+. Since kJ1 = J1k,
kV (t) = V (t)k. By assumption, we have kL±k
−1 ⊂ L±. So we have M˜ =
kMk−1 and E˜ = kEk−1. But Et1E
−1 = aλ + uf and E˜t1E˜
−1 = aλ + uf˜ .
Hence uf˜ = kufk
−1.
We use Theorem 4.3(2) and the fact that k commute with Jj and a to
compute
(ln τkfk−1)t1tj = 〈M˜JjM˜
−1, a〉 = 〈kMk−1JjkM
−1k−1, a〉
= 〈kMJjM
−1k−1, a〉 = 〈MJjM
−1, k−1ak〉
= 〈MJjM
−1, a〉 = (ln τf )t1tj .
This proves Statement (3). 
As a consequence, we only expect to recover Ga-invariants of uf from
second partials of ln τf .
The proof of Theorem 4.9 also implies the next result.
Theorem 4.10. Let G, τ, σ, U , K, G0 and a = a1 be as in section 2 for the
G, U , (G,σ), and UK hierarchies.
(1) If k ∈ Ua and f ∈ L
τ
−(G), then kfk
−1 ∈ Lτ−(G).
(2) If k ∈ Ka and f ∈ L
τ,σ
− (G), then kfk
−1 ∈ Lτ,σ− (G).
(3) If k ∈ (G0)a and f ∈ L
σ
−(G), then kfk
−1 ∈ Lσ−(G).
Moreover, (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 4.9 hold for the U -, (G,σ)-, and the
U
K -hierarchies.
Example 4.11.
(1) For the 2× 2 AKNS hierarchy, we have a = diag(i,−i). So
K = SL(2,C)a = {diag(c, c
−1)|c ∈ C, c 6= 0}.
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Given f ∈ L− and k ∈ K, it follows from Proposition 4.9 that we have
(ln τf )t1tj = (ln τkfk−1)t1tj and ukfk−1 = kufk
−1. Write uf =
(
0 q
r 0
)
and
k = diag(c, c−1) for some non-zero c ∈ C. Then kufk
−1 =
(
0 c2q
c−2r 0
)
. So
we can only recover K-invariants of uf from ln τf (note that the right hand
side of (4.2) is invariant under the action of K).
(2) For the NLS hierarchy, we have
SU(2)a = {diag(α,α
−1)|α ∈ C, |α| = 1} ≃ S1
and the action of SU(2)a on q is diag(α,α
−1) ∗ q = α2q for α ∈ S1. By
Proposition 4.9, (ln τf )t1tj = (ln τkfk−1)t1tj for j = 1, 2. Note that both |q|
and θt1 are invariant under the action of S
1.
(3) For the mKdV hierarchy, we have SO(2)a = Z2 and q
2 is invariant
under the Z2-action.
5. Virasoro actions
In this section on Virasoro actions, we derive the infinitesimal formulas
for vector fields using local group actions. It is, of course true, that once we
know the formulas, we can compute directly the formulas for Lie brackets
and invariance of the flows. However, these are long, abstract, and somewhat
unmotivated calculations. Hence this section approaches the Virasoro vector
fields as infinitesimal flows derived from local group actions, the formulas for
group actions are more direct, better motivated, and easier to understand.
Let L± be a splitting of the group L(G) of smooth loops in the complex
Lie group G such that L+ = L+(G), the subgroup of g ∈ L(G) that is the
boundary value of a holomorphic map from |λ| ≤ 1 to G (this is the same
L+ as in the standard splitting). In this section, we first associate to each
local homomorphism from S1 to G an action of the positive half Virasoro
algebra V+ = {ξj|j ≥ −1} on L−. Then we compute the induced action
on reduced frames and the tau functions for the hierarchies given by the
splitting L± and a vacuum sequence {Jj |j ≥ 1}.
We use the following simple fact a number of times.
Proposition 5.1. Let L± be a splitting of L, g a smooth curve on L de-
fined on an open interval (−r, r) for some r > 0, g(0) ∈ L−, and g(s) =
g+(s)g−(s) with g± ∈ L±. Let
′ denote the s derivative. Then
g′−(0)g(0)
−1 = (g′(0)g(0)−1)−. (5.1)
Proof. Since g(0) ∈ L−, we have g+(0) = I. Lemma follows from a simple
computation. 
Let D+(S
1) denote the group of diffeomorphisms of S1 that is the bound-
ary value of a holomorphic map from |λ| ≤ 1 to itself. Recall that V+ acts
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on S1 and V+ can be embedded as a sub-algebra of the Lie algebra D+(S
1)
by {Xj = λ
j+1 ∂
∂λ
|j ≥ −1}, where λ = eiθ.
Let C be a local group homomorphism from S1 to G, i.e., C is defined
on Iǫ = {e
iθ | |θ| < ǫ} for some ǫ > 0 such that C(λ1λ2) = C(λ1)C(λ2)
whenever λ1, λ2, λ1λ2 ∈ Iǫ. It is helpful to know that the basic example is
C(λ) ≡ In the trivial homomorphism. The Theorem below associate to each
C a natural V+-action on L−.
Theorem 5.2. Let L± be a splitting of L = L(G) with L+ = L+(G), and C
a local group homomorphism from S1 to G. Given k ∈ D+(S
1) and f ∈ L−,
define
(k ⋄ f)(λ) = f(k−1(λ))C
(
k−1(λ)
λ
)
, (5.2a)
(k♯f) = theL− component of k ⋄ f, (5.2b)
i.e., k♯f = g− is obtained from factoring k⋄f = g+g− with g± ∈ L±. Then ♯
defines an action of D+(S
1) on L−. Moreover, the infinitesimal vector field
Zj on L− corresponding to Xj = λ
j+1 ∂
∂λ for the ♯-action is
Zj(f)f
−1 = −(λj+1fλf
−1 + λjfC ′(1)f−1)−, for j ≥ −1, (5.3)
where C ′(1) = dCdλ |λ=1. In particular, (5.3) defines an action of V+ on L−.
Proof. First note that if f+ ∈ L+ and k ∈ D+(S
1) then f+ ◦ k ∈ L+.
Let k1, k2 ∈ D+(S
1), (k1 ◦ k2)♯f = g˜−, k2♯f = g−, and k1♯g− = h−. So
we have
f(k−12 (k
−1
1 (λ))C
(
k−12 (k
−1
1 (λ))
λ
)
= g˜+(λ)g˜−(λ), (5.4a)
f(k−12 (λ))C
(
k−12 (λ)
λ
)
= g+(λ)g−(λ), (5.4b)
where g±, h±, and g˜± are in L±.
We use (5.4a) and (5.4b) and the assumption that C is a group homo-
morphism to compute k1♯g−:
g−(k
−1
1 (λ))C
(
k−11 (λ)
λ
)
= g−1+ (k
−1
1 (λ))f(k
−1
2 (k
−1
1 (λ))C
(
k−12 (k
−1
1 (λ)
k−11 (λ)
)
C
(
k−11 (λ)
λ
)
= g−1+ (k
−1
1 (λ))f(k
−1
2 (k
−1
1 (λ))C
(
k−12 (k
−1
1 (λ)
λ
)
= g−1+ (k
−1
1 (λ))g˜+(λ)g˜−(λ).
But g−1+ ◦ k
−1
1 ∈ L+. So g˜− is the L− factor of k1 ⋄ g−, which implies that
g˜− = k1♯g− = k1♯(k2♯f).
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Use Proposition 5.1 and a straight forward computation to get the formula
for the infinitesimal vector fields of the action ♯ on L− corresponding to
Lj. 
Example 5.3. Choose C(λ) = I in Theorem 5.2. Then
ζj(f) = −(λ
j+1∂f
∂λ
f−1)−f, j ≥ −1. (5.5)
defines an action of V+ on L−.
Example 5.4. For G = L(GL(n,C)), choose
C(λ) = diag(1, λ1/n, . . . , λ(n−1)/n)
(a local homomorphism). By Theorem 5.2, we get the following V+-action
on L−,
δj(f) = −(λ
j+1∂f
∂λ
f−1 + λjfΞ0f
−1)−f, j ≥ −1, (5.6)
where
Ξ0 := C
′(1) =
1
n
diag(0, 1, . . . , n− 1). (5.7)
Next we give the formula for the induced variation on the reduced frame
when we vary f ∈ L−.
Proposition 5.5. Let L± be a splitting of L, {Jj |j ≥ 1} a vacuum se-
quence in L+, and V (t) = exp(
∑N
i=1 tiJ
i). Let δf denote a variation of f in
L−, and δM and δE the corresponding variations of M and E respectively
computed from V (t)f−1 =M−1(t)E(t). Then
(δM)M−1 = (E(δf)f−1E−1)−. (5.8)
Proof. Use E =MV f−1 and a direct computation to get
(δE)E−1 = (δM)M−1 − E(δf)f−1E−1.
Since δE is a variation on L+, (δE)E
−1 ∈ L+ and the Proposition follows.

The following Theorem gives the variation of τf when we vary f .
Theorem 5.6. Let L± be a splitting of L(G) with L+ = L+(G), {Jj |j ≥ 1} a
vacuum sequence in L+, and V (t) = exp(
∑N
j=1 tjJj) the vacuum frame. Let
f(ǫ) be a curve in L−. Factor V (t)f(ǫ)
−1 = M−1(t, ǫ)E(t, ǫ) with E(t, ǫ) ∈
L+ and M(t, ǫ) ∈ L−. Then
∂
∂ǫ
ln τf(ǫ) = −〈MǫM
−1, EλE
−1〉−1, (5.9)
and MǫM
−1 = (Efǫf
−1E−1)−, where Mǫ = ∂M/∂ǫ and Eλ = ∂E/∂λ. In
other words, the induced variation on ln τ when we vary f is given by
δ ln τf = −〈δMM
−1, EλE
−1〉−1. (5.10)
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Proof. Fix ǫ and t, let p(s, ǫ) be a path in L− that joins e to f(ǫ), V˜ (t, s) =
V (st), M˜(t, s, ǫ) a path in L− joining e to M(t, ǫ), and E˜(t, s, ǫ) a path in
L+ joining e to E(t, ǫ). We use (3.2) and proceed similarly as in the proof
of Theorem 3.6 to compute ∂∂ǫ lnµ(V (t)f(ǫ)). We get
∂
∂ǫ
lnµ(V (t)f(ǫ)−1) =
∫ 1
0
w(γ−1γǫ, γ
−1γs) ds−
∫ 1
0
w(h−1hǫ, h
−1hs) ds,
(5.11)
where γ(t, s, ǫ) = V (t)p−1(s, ǫ) and h(t, s, ǫ) = M(t, ǫ)−1E˜(t, s, ǫ). A direct
computation gives
γ−1γǫ = −pǫp
−1, γ−1γs = −psp
−1,
h−1hǫ = −E˜
−1MǫM
−1E˜ + E˜−1E˜ǫ, h
−1hs = E˜
−1E˜s.
Since the 2-cocycle vanishes on L± and E˜(E˜
−1E˜s)λE˜
−1 = (E˜λE˜
−1)s, we
have
∂
∂ǫ
lnµ(V (t)f(ǫ)−1) = −
∫ 1
0
〈E˜−1MǫM
−1E˜, (E˜−1E˜s)λ〉
= −
∫ 1
0
〈MǫM
−1E˜(E˜−1E˜s)λE˜〉 = −
∫ 1
0
〈MǫM
−1, (E˜λE˜
−1)s〉
= −〈MǫM
−1, E˜λE˜
−1)|s=1s=0 = −〈MǫM
−1, EλE
−1〉,
Notice the boundary term at s = 0 is zero because E˜(t, s, ǫ) = e when s = 0.
This completes the proof of (5.9).
Since M(t, ǫ) = E(t, ǫ)f(ǫ)V (t)−1, a direct computation implies that
MǫM
−1 = EǫE
−1 + Efǫf
−1E−1.
But the left hand side lies in L− and EǫE
−1 ∈ L+, hence we get the formula
for MǫM
−1. 
From (5.8) and (5.10), we get the following theorem.
Theorem 5.7. Let L± and C be as in Theorem 5.2, and {Zℓ|ℓ ≥ −1} the
V+-action on L− defined by (5.3). Then the induced V+-action on reduced
frames and tau-functions are
δℓ(M)M
−1 = −(λℓE(λfλf
−1 + fC ′(1)f−1)E−1)−, (5.12)
δℓ(ln τ) = 〈λ
ℓE(λfλf
−1 + fC ′(1)f−1)E−1, λEλE
−1〉0. (5.13)
Ideally, we would like the induced action on ln τf given by differential
operators in ln τf . But formula (5.13) is written in terms of the frame
E = MV f−1. Although we have formulas to express derivatives of ln τf in
terms of M , it is not clear whether these vector fields (5.13) on ln τf are
differential operators in ln τf . We will prove that this is the case for the
GL(n,C)-hierarchy in section 7 when we choose C = In. We will prove in
the third paper [18] of our series that this is the case for the n × n KdV
hierarchy if we use C as in Example 5.4. We also prove in [18] that there is a
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diffeomorphism between the phase spaces of the n×n KdV hierarchy and the
GDn-hierarchy (the Gelfand-Dikki hierarchy on the space of order n linear
differential operators on the line) such that the flows correspond and that
our V+-action on ln τf is the known V+-action under this diffeomorphism.
6. Tau functions for vector AKNS hierarchy
We have seen in Example 4.7 that although we can not recover uf from
second partials of ln τf for the 2× 2 AKNS-hierarchy, we can solve uf from
a linear system of ordinary differential equations with coefficients being ra-
tional functions of second partials of ln τf . We show that this is true for a
natural generalization of the 2 × 2 AKNS hierarchy that having the vector
NLS hierarchy as a restriction.
For this system, we choose the standard splitting L± of L = L(gl(n +
1,C)), choose {aλj |j ≥ 1} to be the vacuum sequence, where
a =
(
iIn 0
0 −i
)
. (6.1)
Then the phase space is C∞(R, Y ), where
Y = [J1, gl(n + 1,C)]+ =
{
u =
(
0 q
r 0
) ∣∣ r, qt ∈ Cn×1} .
We call this hierarchy the vector AKNS . It generalizes the 2 × 2 AKNS,
where r, q ∈ C. The further restriction
r = −q¯t
gives the hierarchy (cf. [6]), whose second flow is the coupled n-component
NLS or the vector NLS
qt =
i
2
(qxx + 2||q||
2q).
This hierarchy has the important property of being gauge equivalent to the
hierarchy belonging to Schro¨dinger flow from R× R→ CPn (cf. [16]). The
further restriction to the case when u =
(
0 −rt
r 0
)
∈ gl(n + 1,R) gives
hierarchy containing the vector mKdV,
rt =
1
4
(rxxx + 6||r||
2rx).
The vector mKdV is the principal curvature flow of the geometric Airy curve
flow on Rn+1,
γt = ∇
⊥
e1H(γ),
where H(γ) is the mean curvature vector of the curve γ(·, t) in Rn+1, e1 is
the unit tangent to γ(·, t), and ∇⊥ is the induced normal connection ([13]).
We have seen from Theorem 4.3 that
{y = (y1, . . . , y2n)|yj = (ln τf )t1tj |1 ≤ j ≤ 2n}
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are 2n complex differential polynomials of (r, qt) ∈ C2n in t1 variable. Our
goal is to recover uf from these yi’s by solving a system of linear ordinary
differential equations.
Write
Q(uf ) =MJ1M
−1 = aλ+ uf +
∑
j<0
Qjλ
j.
Since Jj = J1λ
j−1, we get MJjM
−1 = Q(uf )λ
j−1. By Theorem 4.3, we
have
(ln τf )t1tj = 〈MJjM
−1, a〉−1 = (Q−j , a). (6.2)
To obtain a more precise relation between {yj = (ln τf )t1tj |1 ≤ j ≤ 2n} and
uf , we need to compute Q(uf ) from (2.2). In particular, Q(uf ) satisfies{
[∂x − (aλ+ uf ), Q(uf )] = 0,
Q(uf )
2 = −λ2In+1.
(6.3)
First we set up some notation: Let
G0 : = gl(n+ 1,C)a =
{(
ξ 0
0 c
) ∣∣∣∣ ξ ∈ gl(n,C), c ∈ C
}
,
G1 : = (gl(n + 1,C)a)
⊥ =
{(
0 η2
η1 0
) ∣∣∣∣ η1, ηt2 ∈ Cn×1
}
.
Then gl(n + 1,C) = G0 ⊕ G1, [G0,G0] ⊂ G0, [G0,G1] ⊂ G1, and [G1,G1] ⊂ G0.
We write u(k) = ∂kxu. Define the weight ν for monomials as follows:
ν(u(i1)u(i2) · · · u(ik)) =
k∑
m=1
(im + 1).
Proposition 6.1. Let Q(u) = aλ + u +
∑
j<0Qj(u)λ
j be the solution of
(6.3), and write Q−j(u) = P−j(u) + T−j(u) with P−j(u) ∈ G1 and T−j(u) ∈
G0. Then
P−j(u) = (−a/2)
ju(j) + φj , (6.4)
T−j(u) = (a/2)
j
(
j−1∑
i=0
(−1)iu(i)u(j−1−i)
)
+ ψj−1, (6.5)
where φj is a weight (j + 1) polynomial in u
(i) and au(i) for i ≤ j − 2 and
ψj is a weight (j + 1) polynomial in u
(i) and au(i) for i ≤ j − 1.
Proof. A simple calculation shows that for all y ∈ G1 and our choice of a,
we have
ay = −ya, [a, y] = 2ay, a−1 = −a. (6.6)
To simplify the notation, we write Q = Q(u) and Qj = Qj(u). Equate
coefficients of λ−j in (6.3) to get
(Q−j)x − [u,Q−j ] = [a,Q−(j+1)].
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Equate the G0 and G1 components of the above equation to get
P−(j+1) = −
1
2
a((P−j)x + [T−j , u], (6.7a)
−2aT−(j+1) =
j∑
i=0
P−iP−(j−i) + T−iT−(j−i). (6.7b)
Then the lemma follows from induction on j. 
For example, T0 = φ0 = φ1 = ψ0 = 0, and
Q1 = a, Q0 = u, Q−1 =
a
2
(−ux + u
2),
Q−2 = −
1
4
uxx +
1
2
u3 −
1
4
(uux − uxu).
Since
Jj = J1λ
j−1 = aλj , (6.8)
the flows (2.4) generated by Jj in the vector AKNS hierarchy is
ut = [∂x − (aλ+ u), (Qλ
j−1)+] = [∂x − u, Q−(j−1)].
By Proposition 6.1, this is an order j evolution partial differential equation.
For example, the flow generated by aλ, aλ2, aλ3 for u =
(
0 q
r 0
)
are
{
qt = qx,
rt = rx,
{
qt =
i
2 (−qxx + 2qrq),
rt =
i
2(rxx − 2rqr),{
qt =
1
4(−qxxx + 3qrqx + qrxq + 2qxrq),
rt =
1
4(−rxxx + 3rqrx + rqxr + 2rxqr)
.
A direct computation implies that
tr(vav) = 0, ∀ v ∈ G1. (6.9)
The following lemma can be proved using 6.9 and induction on m = i+ j.
Lemma 6.2. Let u =
(
0 q
r 0
)
with q, rt ∈ C1×n, and
ξj = tr(ua
ju(j)), j ≥ 0.
If i, j ≥ 0 and i+ j ≤ 2n − 1, then
(1) tr(u(i)u(j)) ≡ tr(u(i)au(j)) ≡ 0 mod (ξ0, . . . , ξi+j),
(2) tr(u(i)ai+ju(j)) ≡ (−1)iξi+j mod (ξ0, . . . , ξi+j−1).
Here we use the notation A ≡ B mod (ξ0, . . . , ξm) if A−B is a polynomial
in ξ0, . . . , ξm and their t1-derivatives.
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Note that
K := GL(n+ 1,C)a = GL(n,C)×GL(1,C).
Given f ∈ L−(GL(n + 1,C)), Write uf =
(
0 q
r 0
)
, and k =
(
k1 0
0 c
)
∈ K
with k ∈ GL(n,C) and c ∈ C non-zero. Then
ukfk−1 = kufk
−1 =
(
0 c−1k1q
crk−11 0
)
.
It is clear that q(i)r(j) is invariant under the K-action for all i, j ≥ 0.
The next lemma proves that these K-invariants can be recovered from
ln τf .
Lemma 6.3. Let uf =
(
0 q
r 0
)
be the formal inverse scattering solution de-
fined by f ∈ L−(GL(n+1,C)) for the vector AKNS hierarchy. Then q
(i)r(j)
is a polynomial of {yj = (ln τf )t1tk |1 ≤ k ≤ 2n} and their t1 derivatives.
Proof. By (6.2), we have
(ln τf )t1tj = 〈MJjM
−1, (J1)λ〉−1 = tr(aQ−j) = tr(aT−j), (6.10)
where T−j is given in Proposition 6.1. We claim that
yj := (ln τf )t1tj = tr(aT−j) ≡ −
j
2j
ξj−1 mod (ξ0, . . . , ξj−2), (6.11)
where ξj = tr(ua
ju(j)) as in Lemma 6.2. To prove this claim, we recall that
va = −av for v ∈ P and
φ0 = φ1 = ψ0 = T0 = 0.
Here φi and ψi are given in Proposition 6.1. It follows from (6.7b), (6.4)
and (6.5) that we have
− tr(2aT−j) =
j−1∑
i=0
tr(P−iP−(j−1−i) + T−iT−(j−1−i))
=
j−1∑
i=0
2−(j−1)tr
(
aj−1
j−1∑
i=0
(−1)iu(i)u(j−1−i)
)
+ 2
j−1∑
i=2
tr(φiP−(j−1−i))
+
j−3∑
i=2
tr(φiφj−1−i) +
j−2∑
i=1
tr(T−iTj−1−i)
= A1 +A2 +A3 +A4.
By Lemma 6.2, we have
A1 ≡
j
(−2)j−1
ξj−1 mod (ξ0, . . . , ξj−2).
To prove (6.11), it remains to prove that Ai ≡ 0 mod (ξ0, . . . , ξj−2) for
2 ≤ i ≤ 4. This follows from the following two facts:
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(i) If vi =
(
0 qi
ri 0
)
, then a direct computation implies that
tr(v1 · · · v2k) = tr(r2q3)tr(r4q5) · · · tr(r2k−2q2k−1)tr(q1r2k)
+ tr(r1q2)tr(r3q4) · · · tr(r2k−1q2k).
(ii) By Lemma 6.1, Pk, φk, Tk are weight k+1 polynomials in u
(i), au(i)
for i ≤ k, i ≤ k − 2 and i ≤ k − 1 respectively.
This proves the claim, i.e., (6.11).
A direct computation implies that
tr(u(i)u(j)) = tr(q(i)r(j)) + tr(r(i)q(j)) = q(i)r(j) + q(j)r(i),
tr(u(i)au(j)) = i(−tr(q(i)r(j)) + tr(r(i)q(j))) = i(−q(i)r(j) + q(j)r(i).
Hence it follows from Lemma 6.2(1) that if i+ j ≤ 2n− 1 then
tr(q(i)r(j)) ≡ tr(r(i)q(j)) ≡ 0, mod (ξ0, . . . , ξi+j). (6.12)

We call h a rational differential of y1, . . . , yk if h is a rational function of
y1, . . . , yk and their t1 derivatives.
The following is the main result of this section.
Theorem 6.4. There exist rational differentials w0, . . . , wn−1, z0, . . . , zn−1
of y1, . . . , y2n such that the formal inverse scattering solution uf =
(
0 q
r 0
)
of the vector AKNS hierarchy defined by f ∈ L−(GL(n + 1,C)) satisfies{
q
(n)
t1 = w0(y)q + w1(y)q
(1) + · · · +wn−1(y)q
(n−1),
r
(n)
t1 = z0(y)r + z1(y)r
(1) + · · ·+ zn−1(y)r
(n−1).
where yi = (ln τf )t1,ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n.
Proof. Let S denote the gl(n,C)-valued map whose i-th row is q
(i−1)
t1 for
1 ≤ i ≤ n, and let R = (r, r
(1)
t1 , · · · , r
(n−1)
t1 ). We may assume S and R are
invertible for generic u. It follows from (6.12) that entries of C := SR and
b := q
(n)
t1 R are polynomials of y1, . . . , y2n−2 and their t1 derivatives, where
yj = (ln τf )t1tj . So we have q
(n)
t1 = bR
−1 = bC−1S. Hence qnt1 = WS, where
W = bC−1. Similar argument gives the result for r. 
Let τ be the conjugate involution of G = GL(n+1,C) defined by τ(g) =
(g¯t)−1, and Lτ±(G) the splitting of L
τ (G) defined by τ as in Example 2.4.
Then U = u(n+1) is the fixed point set of τ in gl(n+1,C) and U = K+P,
where
K =
{(
ξ1 0
0 ir
) ∣∣ ξ1 ∈ u(n), r ∈ R
}
, P =
{(
0 q
−q¯t 0
) ∣∣ q ∈ C1×n} .
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The hierarchy constructed from the splitting Lτ±(G) with {aλ
j |j ≥ 1} is the
CPn-NLS hierarchy given in [6] and the second flow in this hierarchy is the
CPn-NLS equation (or the coupled n component NLS ),
qt = −
i
2
(qxx + 2||q||
2q).
Moreover, let uf and τf denote the formal inverse scattering solution and
tau function of the vector AKNS hierarchy defined by f ∈ Lτ−(G), then uf
is the formal inverse scattering solution and τf is the tau function for the
CPn-hierarchy.
Corollary 6.5. There exist rational differentials w0, . . . , wn−1 of y1, . . . , y2n
such that the formal inverse scattering solution uf =
(
0 q
−q¯t 0
)
of the CPn-
hierarchy defined by f ∈ Lτ−(GL(n + 1,C)) satisfies
q
(n)
t1 = w0(y)q + w1(y)q
(1)
t1 + · · ·+ wn−1(y)q
(n−1)
t1 ,
where yi = (ln τf )t1,ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n.
Remark 6.6. Let U be the compact real form of a complex simple Lie group
G defined by the conjugate linear involution τ of G, and a ∈ U satisfying
ad(a)2 = −id on P = K⊥, where K = Ua. Then
U
K is a compact Hermitian
symmetric space. Let Lτ±(G) denote the splitting of L
τ (G) given in Example
2.4. The second flow in the hierarchy constructed from this splitting and
{aλj |j ≥ 1} is the UK -NLS equation defined in [6] for maps u : R
2 → P.
Hence we call this hierarchy the UK -NLS hierarchy. The calculations given
in the proof of Theorem 6.4 works for these hierarchies. In particular, the
formal inverse scattering solution uf defined by f ∈ L
τ
−(G) of the
U
K -NLS
hierarchy can be solved from a linear system of ordinary differential equa-
tions whose coefficients are rational functions in {(ln τf )t1tj |1 ≤ j ≤ 2m}
and their t1-derivatives, where m = dim(P). We also note that the
U
K -NLS
equation is gauge equivalent to the Schro¨dinger flow on UK ([16]).
7. Tau functions and Virasoro action for the
GL(n,C)-hierarchy
Let L± be the standard splitting of L = L(GL(n,C)), L± and L the
corresponding Lie algebras, and a = diag(c1, . . . , cn) with distinct c1, . . . , cn.
The hierarchy constructed from L± and the vacuum sequence
{aiλj | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, j ≥ 1}
is the GL(n,C)-hierarchy. The phase space of the flows is C∞(R, gl(n)∗),
where
gl(n)∗ = {(ξij) ∈ gl(n,C)|ξii = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
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Let π1, π0 be the projection of gl(n,C) defined by
π1(y) =
∑
1≤i 6=j≤n
yijeij , π0(y) =
n∑
i=1
yiieii
for y = (yij). In this section, we give a relation between uf and τf and
write down the Virasoro vector fields as partial differential operators for the
GL(n,C)-hierarchy.
Let V (s) = exp(
∑n,N
i,j=1 si,ja
iλj). Given f ∈ L−, factor V (s)f
−1 =
M(s)−1E(s). Then
uf (s) = (M(s)aλM(s)
−1)+ − aλ (7.1)
is a solution of the flows in the GL(n,C)-hierarchy generated by aiλj for
1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ N . Next we make a linear change of coordinates for
sij’s to make our calculation simpler as follows:
V (s) = exp(
n,N∑
i,j=1
si,jc
i
kekkλ
j) = exp(
n,N∑
k,j=1
tk,jekkλ
j) = V (t).
In other words,
tk,j =
n∑
i=1
si,jc
i
k.
Since ad(a) is a linear isomorphism of gl(n)∗, there is a unique vf ∈ gl(n)∗
such that
uf (s) = [vf (t), a].
In fact, if uf = (uij) and vf = (vij), then
uij = −(ci − cj)vij .
So we have V (t)f−1 =M(t)−1E(t). By (7.1),
vf (t) = π1(m−1(t)), (7.2)
where m−1(t) is the coefficient of λ
−1 of M(t, λ).
In the following theorem we give a simple relation between uf and ln τf
written in t variables.
Theorem 7.1. Let uf = (uij) be the formal inverse scattering solution,
vf = (vij) = [uf , a], and τf the tau function of the GL(n,C)-hierarchy
defined by f ∈ L−(GL(n,C)). Then
(ln τf )ti,1tk,1 = −vikvki, 1 ≤ i 6= k ≤ n. (7.3)
Or equivalently,
(ln τf )ti,1tk,1 = (ci − ck)
2uikuki
for 1 ≤ i 6= k ≤ n, where a = diag(c1, . . . , cn).
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Proof. Let V (t)f−1 =M(t)−1E(t),
M = I +m−1λ
−1 +m−2λ
−2 + · · · ,
and v := vf (t) = (m−1(t))
⊥ as above. Set
Qi =MeiiλM
−1 =
∑
j≤1
Qi,jλ
j .
So Qi,1 = eii and Qi,0 = [v, eii].
By Theorem 4.3,
(ln τf )ti,1tk,1 = 〈MeiiλM
−1, λekk〉0 = tr(Qi,−1ekk),
which is equal to the kk-th entry of Qi,−1. Since Qi =MeiiM
−1, we have
Qi = eiiλ+ [v, eii] +Qi,−1λ
−1 + · · · .
To compute Qi,−1, we first note that
M(In − 2eii)λM
−1 = λIn − 2Qi.
Since (In − 2eii)
2 = In, we have (λIn − 2Qi)
2 = λ2In, i.e.,
((In − 2eii)λ− 2Qi,0 − 2Qi,−1λ
−1 − · · · )2 = λ2In.
Compare constant term of the above equation to get
Q2i,0 −Qi,−1 + (eiiQi,−1 +Qi,−1eii) = 0. (7.4)
Note that
(i) if i 6= k, then the kk-th entry of eiiQi,−1 and Qi,−1eii are zero,
(ii) (Qi,0)
2 = ([v, eii])
2 = (
∑
j 6=i vjieji − vijeij)
2.
So for i 6= k, we get (Qi,−1)kk = −vikvki. 
Note that GL(n,C)a is the diagonal subgroup. It follows from The-
orem 4.9 that if v = (vij) is a solution of the GL(n,C) hierarchy and
k = diag(k1, . . . , kn) ∈ GL(n,C) then k · v = kvk
−1 is also a solution of
the hierarchy. A simple computation implies that
(k · v)ij =
ki
kj
vij.
Note that vijvji is invariant under the action of the diagonal subgroup on
the solutions of the GL(n,C)-hierarchy. Hence formula (7.3) agrees with
Theorem 4.9.
Example 7.2. [Restrictions of GL(n,C)-hierarchy]
Let σ and τ be involutions of G = GL(n,C) defined by
σ(g) = (gt)−1, τ(g) = g¯. (7.5)
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Then O(n,C) and GL(n,R) are the fixed point sets of σ and τ respectively.
Let
Y = {(yij) ∈ gl(n,C)| yii = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n},
Y1 = {(yij) ∈ Y | yij = yji}, Y2 = {(yij) ∈ Y | yij = yji ∈ R}.
The flows in the GL(n,C)-hierarchy are evolution equations on C∞(R, Y )
and they leave C∞(R, Y1) and C
∞(R, Y2) invariant. Moreover, the formal in-
verse scattering solution uf for theGL(n,C)-hierarchy defined by f ∈ L−(G)
lies in Y1 (Y2 resp.) if f is in L
σ
−(G) (L
τ,σ
− (G) resp.). The restrictions of
the GL(n,C) hierarchy to C∞(R, Y1) and C
∞(R, Y2) are the (GL(n,C), σ)-
hierarchy and the GL(n,R)O(n) -hierarchy given in Examples 2.4 and 2.5 respec-
tively.
A formal inverse scattering solution uf for the GL(n,C)-hierarchy is scal-
ing invariant if ruf (r · t) = uf (t) for all r 6= 0, where r · ti,j = r
jti,j. The
scaling invariant solutions of the (GL(n,C), σ)-hierarchy are related to semi-
simple Frobenius manifolds (cf. [5]). The GL(n,R)O(n) -hierarchy arises naturally
from the study of flat Egoroff metrics and flat Lagrangian submanifolds of
C
n with flat and non-degenerate normal bundle (cf. [19]).
As a consequence of Theorem 7.1 we see that uf of the (GL(n,C), σ) or
the GL(n,R)O(n) hierarchy is determined by ln τf up to sign.
Theorem 7.3. Let σ and τ be the involutions of GL(n,C) defined by (7.5).
Given f ∈ Lσ−(GL(n,C)) (L
τ,σ
− (GL(n,C)) resp.), let vf = (vij) and τf
be the formal inverse scattering solution and tau function given by f in
the GL(n,C)-hierarchy. Then vf is symmetric and is a solution of the
(GL(n,C), σ) (GL(n,R)O(n) resp.) hierarchy. Moreover,
(ln τf )ti,1tj,1 = −v
2
ij, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n. (7.6)
Note that O(n,C)a = o(n)a = Z
n
2 = {ǫ = diag(ǫ1, . . . , ǫn)|ǫi = ±1}.
By Theorem 4.10, Zn2 acts on vf = (vij) for the (GL(n,C), σ) and
GL(n,R)
O(n)
hierarchies by ǫ · v = ((ǫi/ǫj)vij). The right hand side of (7.6) is invariant
under this Zn2 action. So (7.6) is consistent with Theorem 4.10.
In the rest of the section, we calculate the formulas for the Virasoro vector
fields for the GL(n,C)-hierarchy induced from the following Virasoro action
on L−,
ζj(f) = −
(
λj+1
∂f
∂λ
f−1
)
−
f, j ≥ −1.
By Theorem 5.7, the induced V+-action on the reduced frameM and ln τf
are
ζℓ(M)M
−1 = −(λℓ+1Efλf
−1E−1)−, (7.7)
ζℓ(ln τf ) = −〈ζℓ(M)M
−1, EλE
−1〉−1. (7.8)
First we give the formula for Virasoro vector fields on reduced frames.
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Proposition 7.4. Let j ≥ −1, and V (t) = exp(
∑n,N
i,j=1 ti,jeiiλ
j), and
J = λVλV
−1 =
n,m∑
i,j=1
jeiiλ
jti,j. (7.9)
Then the Virasoro vector fields on the reduced frames of the GL(n,C)-
hierarchy are
ζj(M)M
−1 = −(λj+1MλM
−1 + λjMJM−1)−. (7.10)
Proof. Since V (t) = exp(
∑n,m
i,j=1 eiiλ
jti,j), a direct computation implies (7.9).
Take the λ-derivative of E =MV f−1 to get
EλE
−1 =MλM
−1 +MVλV
−1M−1 − Efλf
−1E−1. (7.11)
This implies that
λj+1EλE
−1 = λj+1MλM
−1 + λjMJM−1 − λj+1Efλf
−1E−1. (7.12)
Since j ≥ −1, E ∈ L+, we have λ
j+1EλE
−1 ∈ L+ for all j ≥ −1 and formula
(7.10) follows. 
Let
Resλ(S) = S−1, if S =
∑
i
Siλ
i ∈ L(G).
Since vf = π1(Resλ(M)), (7.10) implies the following corollary.
Corollary 7.5. The Virasoro vector fields on vf for the GL(n,C)-hierarchy
is
ζj(vf ) = −π1(Resλ(λ
j+1MλM
−1 + λjMJM−1)).
Next we calculate the Virasoro vector fields on ln τf and show that they
are given by parietal differential operators.
Theorem 7.6. Write X = ln τf . The Virasoro vector fields on tau functions
of the GL(n,C)-hierarchy given by (7.8) are partial differential operators. In
fact, we have
ζℓX =
n,m∑
i,j=1
jti,jXti,j+ℓ −
1
2
cℓ(f), ℓ = −1, 0, 1,
ζℓX =
n,m∑
i,j=1
jti,jXti,j+ℓ +
n,ℓ−1∑
i,j=1
(
Xti,jXti,ℓ−j +
1
2
Xti,jti,ℓ−j
)
−
1
2
cℓ(f), ℓ ≥ 2.
where cℓ(f) = 〈λ
ℓ+2(fλf
−1)2〉0 are constants and Xti,0 = 0.
Proof. Use (7.8) and the fact that 〈L+,L+〉 = 0 to get
ζℓX = −〈ζℓ(M)M
−1, EλE
−1〉−1 = 〈λ
ℓEλfλf
−1E−1, EλE
−1〉−1
= 〈λℓEλfλf
−1E−1, λEλE
−1〉0.
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Note that for for ξ, η ∈ L(gl(n)) we have
tr(λℓξη) =
1
2
(
λℓtr((ξ + η)2)− tr(λℓξ2)− tr(λℓη2)
)
.
So we obtain
ζℓX =
1
2
〈λℓ(Eλfλf
−1E−1 + λEλE
−1)2〉0 −
1
2
〈λℓ(Eλfλf
−1E−1)2〉0
−
1
2
〈λℓ(λEλE
−1)2〉0.
The second term is equal to −12cℓ(f), where cℓ(f) = 〈λ
ℓ(λℓ+2(fλf
−1)2〉0 is
a constant depending on f . The third term is zero because the the lowest
order term is λℓ+2 and ℓ+ 2 ≥ 1 for ℓ ≥ −1. We use (7.12) (with j = 0) to
rewrite the first term and get
ζℓX =
1
2
〈λℓ(λMλM
−1 +MJM−1)2〉0 −
1
2
cℓ(f)
=
1
2
〈λℓ(λMλM
−1)2〉0 +
1
2
〈λℓJ 2〉0
+ 〈λℓλMλM
−1,MJM−1〉0 −
1
2
cℓ(f)
=
1
2
(I) +
1
2
(II) + (III) −
1
2
cℓ(f),
where J is given by (7.9).
Recall that by Theorems 4.3 and 4.4, we have
(ln τf )ti,j = 〈Meiiλ
jM−1,MλM
−1〉−1, (7.13)
(ln τf )ti,jtk,m = 〈Meiiλ
jM−1, ∂λ(Mekkλ
mM−1)〉−1. (7.14)
First we compute (II). Since the lowest order term of tr(λℓJ 2) is λℓ+2
and ℓ ≥ −1, we get
(II) = 0.
We compute (III) as follows:
(III) = 〈λℓλMλM
−1,
n,m∑
i,j=1
jti,jMeiiλ
jM−1〉0
= 〈λMλM
−1,
n,m∑
i,j=1
jti,jMeiiλ
j+ℓM−1〉0, by (7.13)
=
n,m∑
i,j=1
jti,jXti,j+ℓ , if ℓ ≥ 0.
For ℓ = −1, the highest degree term of 〈MλM
−1, ti,1MeiiλM
−1〉 is λ−1. So
〈MλM
−1, ti,1MeiiλM
−1〉0 = 0.
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Hence by (7.13) we have
(III) =
n,m∑
i,j=2
jti,jXti,j−1 , if ℓ = −1.
It remains to compute (I). If ℓ ≤ 1, then the degree of λℓ+2(MλM
−1)2 is
ℓ− 2 ≤ −1. Hence
(I) = 0, if ℓ ≤ 1.
The computation of (I) for ℓ ≥ 2 is more complicated. Set
ξ = (ξij) :=M
−1Mλ. (7.15)
ξij =
∑
k≤−2
ξij,kλ
k. (7.16)
Note that
(I) = 〈λℓ(λMλM
−1)2〉0 = 〈λ
ℓ+2(MλM
−1)2〉0
= 〈λℓ+2ξ2〉0 = 〈λ
ℓ+2
n∑
i,j=1
ξijξji〉0
=
n∑
i=1
〈λℓ+2ξ2ii〉0 + 〈λ
ℓ+2
∑
i 6=j
ξijξji〉0
= (I)′ + (I)′′.
By (7.13), we get
Xti,j = 〈λ
j+1M−1Mλeii〉0 = 〈λ
j+1ξeii〉0 = ξii,−(j+1). (7.17)
Thus
(I)′ =
ℓ−1∑
j=1
Xti,jXti,ℓ−j .
To obtain (I), it remains to compute
∑
j 6=i ξijξji. To do this, we first note
that
tr([ξ, eii]
2) = −2
∑
j 6=i
ξijξji, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Set
bi = In − 2eii, (7.18)
P = λMλM
−1, (7.19)
Qi =MeiiλM
−1, Bi =MbiλM
−1. (7.20)
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It is easy to see that b2i = In,
[ξ, bi] = −2[ξ, eii], (7.21)
B2i = λ
2In, (7.22)
Bi = λIn − 2Qi, (7.23)
λ(Bi)λ = [P,Bi] +Bi, (7.24)
tr(Bi(Bi)λ) = nλ.. (7.25)
Fix 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We have
(I)′′ = 〈λℓ+2
∑
j 6=i
ξijξji〉0 = −
1
2
〈λℓ+2[ξ, eii]
2〉0 = −
1
8
〈λℓ+2[ξ, bi]
2〉0
= −
1
8
〈λℓ+2[M−1Mλ, bi]
2〉0 = −
1
8
〈λℓ−2[λMλM
−1,MbiλM
−1]2〉0
= −
1
8
〈λℓ−2[P,Bi]
2〉0 = −
1
8
(A).
We compute (A) next. Recall that ℓ ≥ 2.
(A) = 〈λℓ−2[P,Bi]
2〉0, by (7.24),
= 〈λℓ−2(λ(Bi)λ −Bi)
2〉0
= 〈λℓ−2(λ(Bi)λ)
2〉0 + 〈λ
ℓ−2(Bi)
2〉0 − 2〈λ
ℓ−2λ(Bi)λ, Bi〉0, by (7.25)
= 〈λℓ(∂λBi)
2〉0 + 〈λ
ℓIn〉0 − 2〈λ
ℓI〉0
= 〈λℓ(∂λBi)
2〉0 = 〈λ
ℓ−1(∂λBi)
2〉−1
= 〈λℓ−1∂λBi, ∂λBi〉−1 = 〈∂λ(λ
ℓ−1Bi)− (ℓ− 1)λ
ℓ−2Bi, ∂λBi〉−1
= 〈∂λ(λ
ℓ−1Bi), ∂λBi〉−1 − (ℓ− 1)〈λ
ℓ−2Bi∂λBi〉−1, by (7.25)
= 〈∂λ(λ
ℓ−1Bi), ∂λBi〉−1 + (ℓ− 1)〈λ
ℓ−1In〉−1 = 〈∂λ(λ
ℓ−1Bi), ∂λBi〉−1.
We need the following formulas for S, T ∈ L(G) to compute (A). These
formulas can be proved by direct computations.
∂λ(S+) = (∂λS)+, ∂λ(S−) = ∂λ(S−), (7.26)
〈∂λ(ST )〉−1 = 〈∂λS, T 〉−1 + 〈S, ∂λT 〉−1 = 0, (7.27)
〈∂λS, T 〉−1 = 〈∂λ(S+), T 〉−1 + 〈∂λS, T+〉−1, (7.28)
〈(∂λ(λS)+, Tλ〉−1 = 〈∂λ(S+)λ, ∂λ(λT )〉−1 + 2〈S+, ∂λT 〉−1. (7.29)
By (7.28) and (7.26),
(A) = 〈∂λ(λ
ℓ−1Bi)+, ∂λBi〉−1 + 〈∂λ(λ
ℓ−1Bi), ∂λ(Bi)+〉−1.
The second term is zero because ∂λ(λ
ℓ−1Bi) has no λ
−1 term and ∂λ(Bi)+ =
bi is a constant. In fact, we have
〈∂λX, ∂λ(Bi)+〉−1 = 0
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for all X ∈ L. Therefore
(A) = 〈∂λ(λ
ℓ−1Bi)+, ∂λBi〉−1.
Now we can apply (7.29) ℓ− 1 times to get
(A) = 〈∂λ(λ
ℓ−2Bi)+, ∂λ(λBi)〉−1 + 2〈(λ
ℓ−2Bi)+, ∂λBi〉−1
= · · ·
= 〈∂λ(Bi)+, ∂λ(λ
ℓ−1Bi)〉−1 + 2
ℓ∑
k=2
〈(λℓ−kBi)+, ∂λ(λ
k−2Bi)〉−1.
By (3.6), the first term is zero. Hence we get
(A) = 2
ℓ∑
k=2
〈(λℓ−kBi)+, ∂λ(λ
k−2Bi)〉−1.
Use (3.6), 〈S, Tλ〉−1 = −〈Sλ, T 〉−1 and (7.23) to get
(A) = 2
ℓ∑
k=2
〈(λℓ−kBi)+, ∂λ(λ
k−2Bi)〉−1
= −2
ℓ∑
k=2
〈∂λ(λ
ℓ−kBi)+, λ
k−2Bi〉−1
= −2
ℓ∑
k=2
〈∂λ(λ
ℓ−k+1In − 2λ
ℓ−kQi)+, λ
k−1In − 2λ
k−2Qi〉−1
= −2
ℓ∑
k=2
〈(ℓ− k + 1)λℓ−kIn − 2∂λ(λ
ℓ−kQi)+, λ
k−1In − 2λ
k−2Qi〉−1.
There are four terms and we will show that three of them are zero: Recall
that ℓ ≥ 2. So we have
(i) 〈λℓ−1In〉−1 = 0.
(ii) 〈λℓ−2Qi〉−1 = 〈λ
ℓ−2MeiiλM
−1〉−1 = 〈λ
ℓ−1eii〉−1 = 0.
(iii) Since k ≥ 2, 〈∂λ(λ
ℓ−kQi)+, λ
k−1In〉 is a polynomial in λ. So
〈∂λ(λ
ℓ−kQi)+, λ
k−1〉−1 = 0.
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Therefore we obtain
(A) = −8
ℓ∑
k=2
〈∂λ(λ
ℓ−kQi)+, λ
k−2Qi〉−1
= −8
ℓ∑
k=2
〈∂λ(Meiiλ
ℓ−k+1M−1)+, Meiiλ
k−1M−1〉−1
= −8
ℓ−1∑
j=1
〈∂λ(Meiiλ
ℓ−jM−1)+, Meiiλ
jM−1〉−1
= −8
ℓ−1∑
j=1
Xti,ℓ−jti,j .
Combine terms to get the formula for ζℓX when ℓ ≥ 2. 
Remark 7.7. For f ∈ Lσ(G), a direct computation shows that λ2j−1fλf
−1
is in Lσ(G). So the vector fields
ηj(f) =
1
2
ζ2j(f) = −
1
2
(λ2j−1fλf
−1)−f, j ≥ 0,
are tangent to Lσ. Note that [ηj , ηk] = (k − j)ηj+k for j, k ≥ 0. Hence
Theorem 7.6 gives the formula for the action of the subalgebra V0 = {ηj |j ≥
0} on tau functions τf for the (GL(n,C), σ) and
GL(n,R)
O(n) hierarchies.
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